THE WEDDERBURN PRINCIPAL THEOREM
FOR JORDAN ALGEBRAS
BY

A. J. PENICO
1. Introduction.
A nonassociative
algebra 21, of finite dimension over a
field $, is called a Jordan algebra if SI is commutative,
and if the identity
(1.1)

a{a2b) = a2{ab)

holds for all elements a, b in 21. The identity
mutative algebra, to the identity
(1.2)

[(ab)u]v+[(vb)u]a

for arbitrary

elements

+

[{av)u]b

(1.1) is equivalent,

= (ab)(uv)

a, b, u, v in 21, provided

+ (vb)(ua)

that

in a com-

+ (av)(ub)

$ is n°t of character-

istic 2 or 3 [4, pp. 546, 549](1).
Let 21* be an associative algebra
place the associative multiplication

(1.3)

over a field % not of characteristic
2. Rea-b in 21* by the quasi-multiplication

ab = (a-b + b-a)/2.

If a subspace 21 of 21* is closed with respect to this new multiplication,
then
21 is a Jordan algebra relative to the new multiplication.
A special Jordan
algebra(2) is a Jordan algebra isomorphic to one obtained from an associative
algebra in the above manner.
The title of this paper is the same as that of a paper by A. A. Albert [3].
However, in that paper Albert considers only special Jordan algebras, while
we prove the principal theorem here for the "general" Jordan algebras defined
by commutativity
and the identity (1.1). In each case the base field is assumed to be of characteristic
0.
Considering the Jordan algebra $8, we define(3)

sgcn = sQt

33(*+d = %w%m = (33(*))2

for k = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Then $8 is said to be solvable in case there exists an integer m such that 33(m)
= 0. If, furthermore,
58 is an ideal of the Jordan algebra 21, then 58 is called

a solvable ideal of 21.
A Jordan

algebra

21 is called simple if 21 contains

no ideals except

21 it-

Presented to the Society, December 29, 1949; received by the editors July 15, 1950.
0) Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
(2) The special Jordan algebras have been called "Jordan algebras of linear transformations"

[2].
(') The product 33S of twosubspacesSSand

S of the algebra ?l is the set of all sums ¿Ibc, b

in 58,c in Ê. In particular, S32= 3333.
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self and the ideal (0) and if 31 is not the trivial

one-dimensional

algebra

over

^ such that 2I2= (0). 31is called semisimple if the only solvable ideal of 21is
the ideal (0).
A. A. Albert has recently developed a structure theory for Jordan algebras over a field of characteristic
0. In [4] he shows that every Jordan
algebra 21 contains a unique maximal solvable ideal 9?, called the radical of
21, that 21—9Í is semisimple, and that every semisimple Jordan algebra over
5 is uniquely expressible as the direct sum of simple Jordan algebras.
In continuation
of the general structure theory developed in [4], we shall
prove here the following theorem.

Principal
Theorem. Let 2Í be a Jordan algebra over a field g of characteristic 0, and let 9Î be the radical of 21. Then there exists a subalgebra © of 21 such

that n = ®+% @n9î = 0, and ©^21-5ft.
This is the analogue for Jordan algebras of the well known Wedderburn
principal theorem for associative
algebras. The proof, as with associative
algebras, is essentially
effected in two stages. We first consider the case 9Í2
5^0. By means of an inductive procedure similar to that used for associative
algebras we reduce the theorem to the case 9Î2 = 0. The latter case is then resolved by considerations
on the split Jordan algebras, to be discussed in de-

tail below.
Albert's paper [3] contains many hints for the solution of the more general
problem considered here. However, the proofs in the present paper differ
considerably in some important respects from those given in [3].
I should like at this point to thank Professor R. D. Schäfer, of the University of Pennsylvania,
for his guidance during the preparation
of this paper.
Professor Schäfer proposed this problem as a doctoral research project.
2. Reduction to the case 5c2= 0. We shall prove the principal theorem for
Jordan algebras over a field ^ of characteristic
0. In this section, however,
we need assume only that ^ is not of characteristic
2. For then the identity

(1.2) holds [4, p. 549].
Let 93 be any subspace

of a Jordan

algebra

21. Since 21 is commutative,

we

have 93293=93932,and there is no ambiguity in denoting this subspace by S33.

If 93 is a subalgebra of 21,we have 933^932^93.
Lemma 2.1. Let 93, (5, SDbe ideals of a Jordan algebra 21over afield % of
characteristic not 2. Then £ = (936)£>-|-(£)93)e-l-(63))93is an ideal of 21.
Let a be any element

of 21. To show [(93fë)3)]2láSt,

it is sufficient

to show

[ibc)d]aÇzX for any elements b in 93, c in E, d in 35. By (1.2), we have
[ibc)d]a = - [iac)d]b - [iba)d]c + (6c)(¿a) + iac)idb) + (6a)(dc).
Because 93, S, and 35 are ideals, all terms on the right are in St. Similarly,

[(3593)(S]2I^St
and [((535)93]2I
g St, and the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 2.2. If 21 is a Jordan

[May

algebra over a field g of characteristic

not 2,

and if 58and 6 are ideals in 2Í, then 58i= 21(58(5)
+586 is an ideal in 21.
Clearly, 21(586)^58i. Hence, to prove that 2I58i=58i2Ig58i, it is sufficient
to show that [{bc)ai]a2 is in 58i for b in 58, c in 6, and alt a2 in 21. Using (1.2)
once more, we obtain
[{bc)ai\a2 = — [(a2c)ai]b — [{ba2)ai]c + (¿>c)(<iia2)+ (a2c)(aib) + (¿>a2)(aic).

The first two and last two terms on the right are in 586, since 58 and 6 are
ideals; hence all terms on the right are in 58i, and [(Z»c)ai]a2 is in S8i. This
proves the lemma.

In particular,

we have shown that, if 58 is an ideal of 21, then 583and 2I582

+582 are ideals of 21 contained

in 58. Moreover,

we shall prove that,

if 5Î is

the radical of 21, and ÏÏÎ^O, then 2l9íí2+ 9[í2is properly contained in 9Î. In
order to accomplish this, we must establish some preliminary
lemmas.
Given a basis for 58, an ideal of 21, we can find a set 5E3of linearly independent elements h, /2, • • • , t\ in 2Í and not in 58 such that the set SB together with the basis for 58 constitute a basis for 21. That is,

(2.1)

2I = g/! + g/2+

••• +g¿x + 53,

where X= dim 21—dim 58. If dim W = v, let the set
~,(0)

r (0)

5ü

(0)

(0),

= [vi , v2 , • • • , », J

be a basis for 582; that is
(2.2)

582 = ^0,+^0)+---+gr.

Define, for q = 0, 1, 2, • • • , the set 5ß<«+1)to be the collection
(5+1)

V

=

..

(tiVj

<ïK,(

){tkVi

of all products

<«>.

),

where ;', k = \,2, ■ ■ • , X, and vf, v{ç)run through all elements of 5ß<«>.The
products »<3)in explicit form are products of elements from 2B and from 5ß<0)
associated in a particular fashion. In the explicit form there will appear, in
any product v(q), 2(2" —1) elements (not necessarily distinct) from SESand 2"
elements (not necessarily distinct) from 5ß(0). Furthermore,
5ß(«>is contained
in 582 for every value of a.

Lemma 2.3. All products /.■[(¿¿»j4))(4z>i("))]
are in 582, for ti, tk in 3B and
vf, vit)in 5B(3),where g = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Let íü»¡(í)
= xG58. Using (1.2) with a=v = ti, b=vf\

u = x, we have

2[(tivf)x]ti - - [{tdx}vf + 2(tiv?)(xti) + t\xv?).
Now x and t2x are in 58, whence

[(¿?)x]»j?) and xvig) are in 583. Since 583 is an
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ideal, it2)ixv{f) is in 933. Also tivf* and xtt are in 93, whence

the middle

term

on the right is in 932. It follows that ti[itiv<f)itkvf'))] is in 932, and the lemma
is proved.
Lemma 2.4. // the element ti appears as one of the 2(2* — 1) elements from 20
in the explicit form of the product vw, then tiVM is in 932,for s = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
The proof is by induction on s, the case 5 = 1 following from Lemma
by setting q = 0. We suppose the lemma true for 5. We have
(2.3)

v

2.3

= itflm )itkVn ),

for some t¡, tk in 9B and v„, », in 93(s). If ti = t¡, or ti = tk, then the required
conclusion follows from Lemma 2.3. We shall assume, therefore, that /, appears as one of the 2(2S—1) elements from 9B in the explicit form of one of
products v(s) in (2.3), say v(£. Let 4^s)=xG93.
Then, using (1.2), we have
UV

= [itjVm )x]u

= — [ihvm )x]t¡ — [itjti)x]vm

(&)

+

(8)

itjVm )ixh)

+

itiVm )ixt¡)

Í8)

+

itjti)iXVm

).

By the induction
hypothesis t,v$ is in 932. Then itiV^)x is in 933. So is xv„.
Since 933 is an ideal, the first and last terms on the right are in 933. The other
terms on the right are clearly in 932, and it follows that tiV(s+1) is in 932. This
proves the lemma.
Now, for any ideal 93 in the Jordan algebra 21, we define

93o= 93,
We are now in a position

93*+i= 2193*
+ 93*,

to prove the following

k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

theorem.

Theorem
2.5. // 21 is a Jordan algebra over afield g of characteristic not 2,
and if 93 is an ideal of 21, then there exists an integer k such that 93*^932.
From

(2.1) and (2.2), we see that

2I932 is spanned

by 933 and elements

of

the form tiVw. Since 933^932, a basis for 93i = 2l932+932 may be chosen consisting of elements of 932 together with elements of the form /¿d(0) not in 932.
It follows by an evident induction that for any positive integer s a basis
may be chosen for 93s+2, consisting of elements of 932 together with elements
of the form tiv'-,+l) not in 932, where the factors t/t/£ and tkvf of v<-s+1)in (2.3)
appear among the elements in the basis already chosen for 93s+i, but are not
in 932. Since tiVu+l) would be in 932, by Lemma 2.4, if ti were to appear in the
explicit factorization
of zi(,+1), we can use, for the basis elements
of 93s+2
not in 932, only those elements /¿z)(s+1)for which ti does not appear in v(s+1).
Hence, at the formation of each new 93,+2 the basis elements tiv'-s+l) not in 932
have acquired a new element /< from 9B. Since there is only a finite number X
of elements /, in 9$, it follows that no such element tiVw exists outside of 932,
whence 93x+i^932. If we take A=X + 1, the theorem is proved.
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2.6. 7/21 is a Jordan algebra over afield § of characteristic

not

2, and if Sf^O is the radical of 21,then 2Ift2+ft2 is an ideal of 21properly contained in ft.
Define ideals ft* in the same way as the 58* were defined for the preceding
theorem. Then there exists an integer k such that ftj.áft2.
But, if ft=fti

= 2Ift2+ft2, we shall have

5ft- 9h - 31»-•••-»»

£ ft2,

whence

ft = ft'2' = ft<3>= ■• • = 9fl<«>
= 0,
for some integer t. This contradicts

the assumption

9i^0.

Hence, it must be

true that fti<ft.
We now reduce the proof of the principal theorem to the case ft2 = 0. In a
proof by induction
on the dimension
of 21, we assume that the principal
theorem has already been established
for algebras having dimensionality
less than dim 21. The theorem is trivial for 21 of dimension 1. Suppose ft2 5^0.

Then ft1 = 2lft2+ft25¿0, and we have ft>fti>0.
Since (21- fti) - (ft - fti)
=21 —ft, we see that ft —fti is the radical of the algebra 21—fti. Since
dim (21—fti) <dim 21, the induction hypothesis implies the existence of a subalgebra ©o of 21—fti such that ©o£=2I —ft. Then there exists a subalgebra

@i of 21 such that fti<©i, and ©i-ft1^(2l-fti)-(ft-ft1)^2I-ft.
implies that 9ii is the radical

of ©i, and dim ©i<dim

This

21. Then there is a sub-

algebra © of ©i such that ©^@i-fti^2I-ft.
The existence in 21 of a subalgebra ©=2I —ft is sufficient to establish the
principal theorem. Since we shall have occasion to use this fact again in
later sections, we give a short proof here. Firstly, ©P\ft is a solvable ideal of
©, and must be zero, since © is semisimple.
Therefore,
dim (S + St)

= dim (21—ft)+dim 9î = dim 21,while © + ft is a subspace of 21.This implies

21= ©+ft.
The induction hypothesis above contains the implicit assumption that the
principal theorem is true for ft2 = 0. We have, therefore, reduced the proof of
the principal theorem to the case ft2 = 0.
We note further that if the principal theorem is true for Jordan algebras
with a unity element, then it is true for all Jordan algebras. For, if 21does not
have a unity element, adjoin a unity element e to form 2Ii = 2I+ 3:e. It may
be easily verified that 2ii is a Jordan algebra and that the radical ft of 21 is
also the radical of 2Ii(4). If the principal theorem is true for Jordan algebras
with a unity element, then there is a subalgebra
©! of 21 such that ©i^2Ii
(4) Here, we use the fact that every element in the radical of 2li is nilpotent. Ina Jordan
algebra 21, the powers ak of any element a in SI are unambiguously defined, hence the nilpotent
elements in 81are those elements which have a power equal to 0.
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-9?, ©iH9c = 0, 2Ii= @i+9x. But then © = ©1n2I is a subalgebra of 21such
that ©Pi9c = 0, and 21= © + 9c. It is well known that these latter

statements

imply ©^21 -9c.
We shall assume in the sequel, therefore,

3. Reduction

that 21contains

to the case 21—9î a split algebra.

a unity element.

We assume henceforth

that the base field g has characteristic
0. If a Jordan algebra 21 contains an
idempotent
z, then 21 may be decomposed into the direct sum of subspaces

21,(1),21,(1/2),and 21,(0),where, for X= 0, 1/2, 1, 81,(X)is the set of all elements
b in 21such that bz=\b. For X = 0, 1, 2I,(X) is a subalgebra of 21whose radical
9c,(X) is the intersection of 2l,(X) with 9Î, the radical of 21 [4, Theorem 7].
Let © = 2I —9?, and z be the image in © of the idempotent
Jordan algebra and has the decomposition

z. Then © is a

©=©i(l)+@i(l/2)+®,(0).
ForX = 0, 1, we have 2I,(X)-9c,(X)^©ä(X).
Lemma 3.1. If ñ is an idempotent element in © = 2I —9c, then there is an
idempotent z in 21 such that z = ñ.
Let a be any element in 21 such that ä = ñ. Then ä is not nilpotent, whence
5 [a] is a non-nilpotent
associative algebra, and must contain an idempotent
element z=fia).
We then have z=ßn, ß in %. Since z is an idempotent,
z
cannot be in 9c, whence ß^0. Now z2 = ißn)2 —ß2n =z = ßn, whence iß2—ß)n

= 0,ß2-ß

= 0,ß = l, andz = rê.

Lemma 3.2. Let ñi, ñ2, ■ ■ ■ , ñm be pairwise orthogonal idempotents in ©
and e be an idempotent in 21 such that e = w = wi+ «2+ • • • -\-ñm. Then there
exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents ex, e2, ■ ■ ■ , em in 21 such that ë<= w,for i = l, • ■ ■ , m and e = ei+ • • • +em.
The case m = 1 is contained in the hypothesis. Assume the lemma true for
tn—l. Since rere.-= «< for i=l,
■ ■ • , m, the elements re,-are all in @«(1). But

2L(1) —9c<.(l)=©ñ(l). By the induction hypothesis, it is possible to find
p.o.i.(6) eu ■ ■ ■, em-\ in 2L(l)^2l such that ëi = rëi for i=l, • ■ ■, m —1. Let
e' = ei+ • • • +em_i. Let em = e —e'. Now e' and em are in 2Ie(l), so that e'e
= e', and eme = em. We have e;em = e¿e —e,e' = e¿ —e¿ = 0 for i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , m — 1,
while e2n=ie —e')2 = e — e' = em; êOT= w—(rex+ • • • +«m-i) —ñm. This completes
the induction, and the lemma is proved.
We know that © can be expressed in a unique manner as the direct sum
of ideals which are simple Jordan algebras; that is, © = ©iffi@2© • ■ • ®©m.
For each value of i, @< has a unity element re¿, and the elements w¿ are p.o.i.
The element ñ = ñ\-\- • • ■ -\-ñm is the unity element for ©. By Lemma 3.2,
there are p.o.i. e\, e2, • • ■ , em in 21 such that é¿ = w¿ for i=i,
■ ■ ■ , m. Let
(6) We shall use the abbreviation

p.o.i. for "pairwise orthogonal

idempotents."
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ft«,(l) be the radical of 2I.i(l). Since ©.^©«.(l),

[May

we have I.<(l)-H.i(l)SË®f.

If the principal theorem is true for 21—ft a simple algebra, we may assert
that 2lCi(l) contains a subalgebra
©¿ isomorphic
to ©¿ for i=\,
■ ■ ■ , m.
Let © = @i + ©2+ • ■ ■ +©OT. This sum is direct, since ©¿ is contained in

21^(1) and the sum 2lei(l)+ • • • +2Lm(l) is direct. It follows that @^2I-ft,
and we have further reduced the proof of the principal theorem to the case
where 21—ft is a simple algebra. In §2, we reduced it to the case where 21 is
an algebra with a unity element in which 9Î2 = 0.
Now, it is known [4, Theorem 5A] that if 21 is a Jordan algebra over a
field 5 °f characteristic
0, if ft is the radical of 21, and if S is a scalar exten-

sion of g, then 9Î$ is the radical of 21$, (21—ft)« =21» —ft«, and 21$ is semisimple if and only if 21 is semisimple. Moreover, if 21 is semisimple over 5,
there is a finite scalar extension $ of 5 such that 21$ is the direct sum of
simple ideals which are split algebras (to be defined and discussed in §5)
over $. By the result of the preceding paragraph,
we may assume that
(21—ft)$ is a split algebra. If the principal theorem holds in case 21—ft is a
split algebra, as we shall show in §§6, 7, 8, then 21$ contains a subalgebra
58
such that 58= (2I —ft)$, and the remainder of the proof is the same as that of
the associative proof [l, p. 47], since associativity
is not used there.
Since we may take the scalar extension $ above to contain ( —l)l/2, we
may assume wherever necessary in what follows that the base field g contains

(-1)1/2.

4. Decomposition

relative to several idempotents.

Let the unity element

of the Jordan algebra 21 be the sum of the p.o.i. ft, * • • , en. Then 21 may be
decomposed into the direct sum of the subspaces 21« = 21«, i, j = \, ■ ■ ■ , n,

where 2l« = 2Ie.(l), * = 1, ■ ■ ■, », and ^ = ^(1/2)1^^(1/2)

for if*j; i, j

= 1, • • ■ , n. The subspaces 21« have the following multiplicative
[4, Theorem 12], where i,j, k, I are distinct:

(i)

properties

21«= 21«,

(ii) tliMti á 21,,-,

(4.1)

(iii)

aîia«« + lyi,

(iv) tUMiki&k,

(v) 2I«2l;*= H«Sm = 0.
The idempotent
i^ji we have

e, is the identity

(4.2)

for 2l,¿, while for every element

an in 21«,

e,a,-j = e,-ai,-= aa/2.

We note that 2Ii,+ 2Ly+2I« = 21,(1^ where z = e<+ey. Now let ft« be the
radical of 2L(1), ft the radical of 21, © = 2I—ft. We may decompose © into
subspaces

(©)« relative

to the p.o.i. ê« Then 2L(1) —ft«=(@)ä(l)

; that is,
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(4.3)

(8m + ä« + ««) - 9cfi S (@)m+ (©),-,-+ (©) /,-.
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Lemma 4.1. // a;j and bi¡ are in 3l,y, and if a¡k is in 8Í/*, where i, j, k are
distinct, then
(4.4)

iai,aik)bij + aijiajkbij)

= (a<i6,-f)ffjt.

For, it follows from (4.1) that ia^aj^ba is in 81,*,so that [(a<j-ay*)iu]e<= 0.
Using this fact, we put a = aa, b=a¡k, u = bi¡, ü = e¿ in (1.2) and obtain
[(e¿ff)*)&«í]aíj +

[iai¡ei)bij]ajk

= iaaajk)ibi¡ei)

+ (e¿ffJ*)(c'í)a<,-)+ (a¿ ,e,)(A- ,»,-*).

From (4.2) we obtain the result (4.4).
Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, we obtain as direct consequences of
(4.4) the following propositions, which we shall use in the concluding sections
of this paper:
(4.5) iaijajk)aij = (l/2)a„a,* ;

(4.6) if iaijbi,)ajk = Q, then (o<yay*)&<j=
—a»,(oy*ô<j);
(4.7) if aijiajkbij) =0, ¿Aereiaija]k)bij = iaijbij)ajk;
(4.8) if aijiajkbij) = iaijbij)ajk = 0, then iaijajk)bij = 0.
Let Uij, bij^'ñij-, akj, ajk, bkj, bjk, Cj*G2Iy*,c¿tE:%i, where i, j, k, I are distinct. We substitute
[iaijbjk)aij]cji

a = u=aa,

+ [iCjibjk)aij]an

b —bjk, v = c¡i in (1.2) and obtain
+ [iaijCji)aij]bjk

= 2iaijbjk)iaijCji)
The second term on each side is 0 by virtue of (4.1). We apply
remaining terms on the left to obtain:
(4.9) iatjbjk) iaaCji) = (1/4) [ia2¡bjk)cn+ ia%Cji)bjk] ;

(4.10) if a%= aiei+ej),

2

+ a¿ ,(6,*£,().
(4.5) to the

a in %, then iaijbjk)iaijcji) = (1 /4¡)ctbjkCji;

(4.11) if a%= 0, then (a«5/*)iaaCji) = 0.
Setting

a = aa, b = b¡k, u=aa,

v = cjk in (1.2), we obtain:

(4.12) if a« = «(«,•+e,-), and bjkcjk=ßiej+ek),

a, ß in %, then (a¿A*) (o.-yCy*)

= (l/4)a^(e,+eJ)._
In particular, if we set cjk = bjk in (4.12), we obtain:
(4.13) if a2iJ= aiei + ej), b%=ßiej + ek), a, ß in g, then (atJc>y*)2=(l/4)a/3
•(Ci+e*).

From (1.2) we also obtain

the results:

(4.14) if a2ij= b%= 0, then (o«M*-0;
(4.15) if iaijbji)=aiei+ej),
bjkajk=ßiej+ek),
and aijakj = bjibjk = 0, a, ß
in %, then iaijbjk)iakjba) = (l/2)a/3(e<+e*) ;
(4.16) ifa2j = aiei+ej), and bjkcjk= 0, a in g, then (oíA*)(a<¿Cj*) =0.
5. The split algebras(6). Any simple Jordan algebra is central simple
(that is, simple for all scalar extensions) over its center. Albert proved in [2]
(6) The classification

of the split algebras given here is taken from [5, pp. 141, 142].
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and [4] that if 21 is a central simple Jordan algebra over ^ of characteristic
0, then there is a finite extension $ of % such that 21$ is one of the following

split algebras.
A. The algebra of all nXn matrices over $ relative to the multiplication
(1.3). This algebra, of degree(7) n and dimension n2, has the usual matrix units
£«, *» i*lf
• • • , n, as a basis. The elements e«, i=l,
■ ■ ■ , n, are p.o.i.
whose sum is the identity of this algebra. Let 21 be the algebra, and let 21«
= 21«, i, .7= 1, • • • , n, be the subspaces arising in the decomposition
of 21
relative to the p.o.i. e«. Then the element e« is in 21« for i, 7 = 1, • • • , n.
The elements e« have the following additional properties, where i, j, k are

distinct:
2

(i) H0H " («« + «<|)/2¡ eti = 0;
(ii)

c,-,e,jfc= eik/2;

e^en = e.ye*,-= 0.

B. The algebra of all nXn symmetric matrices over $t relative to the multiplication (1.3). This algebra, of degree n and dimension n(n-{-l)/2,
is a subalgebra of the split algebra of class A of degree n, and has a basis consisting
of elements M« = M« = (e«+ey,)/2,
i, j=l,
■ ■ ■ , n. The elements m«, i, j
= 1, • • • , n, are p.o.i. whose sum is the identity for the algebra. Let 21 be this
split algebra and let 21« = 21«, i, j=l,
■ ■ ■ , n, be the subspaces arising from
the decomposition of 21 relative to the idempotents m«. Then the element w«
is in the subspace 21« for i, j = 1, • • • , n. The elements w« have the following
additional properties, where i, j, k are distinct:

,

.

(i)
(ii)

uu = («« + ««V*;
UijUjk = w,-jt/4.

C. The algebra, relative to the multiplication
(1.3), of all 2nX2n
X over S such that X = P~XX'P, where X' is the transpose of X, and

matrices

/„ being the nXn identity matrix. This algebra, of degree n and dimension
2n2 —n, is a subalgebra of the split algebra of class A of degree 2n, and has
a basis consisting of elements A«, i= 1, • • • , n, which are p.o.i., and elements

hij,fn= —fjij dn= —dji, ijéj, i,j=í,

■ ■■, n, such that the elements ha, fa,

da are in the subspace 21«, i,j=l,---,n,
arising from the decomposition
of
this split algebra relative to the p.o.i. &«. The elements ha, ha generate the
split algebra of degree n of class A and have the same multiplication
prop(') The degree of a split algebra % is the number of pairwise orthogonal
potents whose sum is the identity of 31.

primitive

idem-
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erties as the e« in A above, and the product of any two /'s or any two ¿'s is
0. The basal elements have the following additional properties, where i, j, k
are distinct:

(i) fijdji = (ha + h¡¡)/2;
(ii)

hijfjk=fik/2;

hufu = hada = 0;

hijdik = djk/2;

Ujdjk = hik/2;

hijfik = hijdjk = 0.
D. The algebra of degree 2 and dimension
ft, ■ • • , sq, where
(5.4)

soSi = Sí;

g+1

over $ with the basis Sç>,

SiSj = 5,-,-îo,

i, j = 1, • • • , <?,

where ô« is the Kronecker delta.
E(8). The algebra, relative to the multiplication (1.3), o/ all 3X3 hermitian
matrices over 3D, wAere 2) î's /Ae Cayley-Dickson algebra over $ w»/A the basis
Mo,«i, • • • , u-! such that
Mq= Moï
MoMQ= ua, M2,= — Mo, uaUß = — M,3Ma,/or

aj^ß,

a, ß = l,

■ ■ ■ , 7;

MiM2 = Uz, U2Uz = Mi, M3M1= M2!
M4Ma = ua+i

;

(ua-\-uiUß)(uy-\-uiUi)

= (uaUy —Uiüß)Jrui(uaUi-\-UyUß),

for a, ß, 7, 5 = 0, 1,

2,3.
In 35, the conjugate

d of any element

d = aoM0+û!iMi+

• • • +ö7m7 is given

explicitly by
d = 2aoMo — d = aoUo — <xiMi— • • • — a-¡u-¡.

Let the elements e« be the matrix units. The split algebra of class E is of
degree 3 and dimension 27 and has a basis consisting of the p.o.i. e«, i= 1, 2, 3,
and the following elements
Wijo = Who = (e.-j + en),

for i ^ j; i, j = 1, 2, 3; a = 1, 2, • • • , 7.
Let this split algebra be decomposed into the subspaces 21«, », j = l, 2, 3,
relative to the p.o.i. e«. The elements iü«o, w«a are in 21« for i, j=l,
2, 3;
a = 1, 2, • • • , 7. The basis elements have the following additional properties,
where *",j, k are distinct and have the values 1, 2, 3:
(5.5)

2

wija = (ei{ + ejj)/2,

w,-Jaw<¿/3= 0,

a ^ ß, a, ß = 0, • • • , 7;

(8) This discussion of the split algebra of class E over g is based on the discussion given

in [6].
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where

uaUß = eyuy, ey = + 1.

We note that the elements u0, U\, u2, u¡ in 3) generate the ordinary quaternion algebra O over $, and the Jordan algebra of all 3X3 hermitian matrices over O is a subalgebra 93 of the split algebra of class E. It is known that
if Ä contains (—1)1/2, then 93 is the split algebra of class C and degree 3
over $. In §8, we shall use the following properties, which are consequences

of(5.6):
WijiWjka

(5.7)

=

Wik,a+i,

WijaWjk,ß+4= 2winiwijawikß),
Wij,a+*Wjk,ß+i

=

i ?¿ /; i, j = 1, 2, 3; a, ß = 0, 1, 2, 3.

WijßWjka,

6. The case 31—9Î a split algebra of class D. We shall assume henceforth
that 9t2 = 0, and that 31 is a Jordan algebra with a unity element e. Then ê is
the unity element for ©.

Lemma 6.1. Let b be an element of 81such that b2= e, and let c = (36 —b3)/2
in 3Í. Then c —h, and c2= e.
We note first that b2 = e+y, for y in 9Î, and 53= 5. Hence, c=(3ô —53)/2
= i3b-b)/2 = b. Also, bi = e + 2y,be = e + 3y, since y2 = 0, being in9c2 = 0. Then
c2 = i9b2-6bi+b6)/i
= e.
The lemma implies that, if © contains an element Si such that Si = ê, then
there is an element h in 8 such that ¿i=si and t\ = e. This is the case q—1 of

the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let ¡i, s2, ■ • ■ , sq be elements in © such that s2 = ê, 1^*0 for
iy^j't i,j = l, • • ■ . ?. For any k such that í¿k^q,
let ti, ■ ■ ■ , tk be elements in

31 such that í¿ = í¿, t%= e, t¿j = 0 for ij^j; i, j=l,
ments tk+i, tk+2, ■ • • , tqinî\
q.

suchthat

ti=Si,t¡

■ • ■, k. Then there exist ele-

= e,titj = 0, for i ¿¿j;i,j=

I, ■ ■ -,

The proof is by induction on q. Assume the lemma true for q—1. Then
there are elements tk+i, tk+2, ■ ■ ■ , £9_i in 81 such that /¿=i,-, t2 = e, titj —0, for

i^j'i *iJ = li ■ " •> 2—1. Let a be an element of 21such that ä=sq. Let

b = a — iat\)hThen bti = ati— [iati)h]ti = 0, since from (1.2) we find that [iati)ti]ti = ah by
substituting
a = a, b = u = v = t\. Since bt\ = 0, it follows from (1.2) by setting
a = u = b, v = tx, that b% = 0. We note that 5/1=5^1 =0, whence at\ and iat\)t\

are in 91, so that b = ä=sq. This implies that b2= ê. By Lemma 6.1, the element c = i3b —b3)/2 has the properties
= ibti —bHi)/2 = 0. Suppose that there

c=sq, c2 = e, and cti = 0 for ¿=1,

c = b = sq, and c2 = e. Moreover,
ct\
exists an element c in 2Í such that

• • ■ , A—1, where h^q.

Let d = c—icth)th-

We can show cth = 0 in the same way that we showed bti = 0. For i^h

—1, we
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[(cth)th]t{ = 0 by setting

a = c, b = u = th, v = tt in (1.2) and noting

that

cti = thti = 0. Then dti = dHi = 0, for »=1, • • -, A. We also have d = c = sq, so
that d2 = ë. Then the element w=(3d —d3)/2 has the properties w=sq, w2 = e,
wti = 0 for i= 1, • • ■ , A. This completes the inductive proof of the fact that
there is an element tq in 21such that tq=sq, ft = e, tqti = 0, for »'=1, • • • , a— 1,
and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 6.3. If 21 is a Jordan algebra with a unity element such that ft2 = 0
and 21—ft is a split algebra of class D, then there is a subalgebra © of 21 such
that ©=2l —ft; that is, the principal theorem holds in this ease.
The proof follows directly

from the definition

of the split algebra

of class

D and the application of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 with k = l.
Finally, we note that if I is the identity of ©, a split algebra
then ë = ft-f-fti where e\ and e2 are p.o.i. We may decompose

of class D,
© so that

@= (@)ii+(©)i2+(©)22 relative to the p.o.i. ft and ft. Also, 2l = 2lu + 2Ii2+ 2I22
relative

to the p.o.i.

ft and

e2. Now,

whenever

ft = ft —ft, the

basis

ele-

ments s2, h, ' ■ ■, Sq will all be in (©)i2. We choose ¿i = ft —e2, and the elements t2, t3, • ■ • , tq will all be in 2Ii2.

7. The case 21-ft a split algebra of class A, B, or C. If © = 21-ft is a
split algebra over g of degree n of class A, B, C, or E (in the last case n = 3),
then the identity of © is the sum of p.o.i. fti, ft2, ■ • • , ënn. It is possible to find
p.o.i. en, e22, • • • , enn in 21 such that ë« is the image in © of e« for i= 1, • • • ,
n, and the identity element e of 21 is e = en+ft2+
■ ■ • +e„n.

Let 21be decomposed into subspaces 21«, 2I« = 2ly« i¥-f; i, j=\,

■ • • , n,

relative to the p.o.i. fti, • • • , enn, and let @ be decomposed
into the subspaces (©)«, (©)« relative to the p.o.i. fti, • • • , ê„n. Now © contains a subalgebra 58i which is a split algebra of degree n and class B, where 58i has a
basis w« = ê«, üi¡ = üji, i^j, i, j=l,
■ ■ ■ , n, whose multiplication
table is

given in §5. If ft« is the radical of 2In+ 2ii,+ 2I«, then

(2Í11+ 21« + 21«) - ft« S (©)n + (©)« + (©)«.
Also, m« is in (©)«, and for »'p*l, we have (2mi;)2 = Mu+m«, the unity element

of 2In+ 2l«+2l«. Define M«= e«, t = l, • • ■, n. Since 2m«£@«, there is an
element vu in 21« such that í« = 2m«. Set 2m« = (3zj« —v\¡)/2. Then m« is in
21«, since v3uis in 21« by (4.1). Also Lemma 6.1 implies that m« has the image
m« in © and (2m«)2 = mh+ m«. We define

un = un = 4(«ij«ii),
for Í5¿j; i, j = 2, • ■ ■ , n. Then m« is in 21«, and m« is the image in © of M«.

From

(4.13), with a=/3=

1/4, we have u\}= (M«+Myy)/4. By (4.5), m«m«

= 4M«(M«Miy)=Miy/4. By (4.10), M«My*= 16(M«Miy)(m«Mu) = M«MU= MU/4. The
elements m«, m« are linearly independent
over % since the elements m«, m«
are. It follows that the elements M«, m« are the basis for a subalgebra 58i of 21
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such that 93i is isomorphic to 93i- This proves the principal theorem in the
case where © is a split algebra of class B; that is, of dimension re(re+ l)/2.
As we remarked at the end of §3, we may assume that % contains ( — 1)1/2.
If © is of dimension greater than w(re+ l)/2, then © contains a split algebra of
dimension re2; that is, a subalgebra 932of class A with a basis consisting of the
p.o.i. la, i=i,
■ ■ ■ , re, and elements e¿yG3Ity, i^j;
i, j=l,
■ ■ • , n, with
multiplication
table as given in §5. The elements un = êu, S#=»(è"y+èV<)/2
form a basis for an algebra 93i of class B contained in 932^ ©• By the preceding
paragraph,
there is a subalgebra 93i of 31 isomorphic to 93i and having basis
elements Uu = en, «,-,-= «/,• for Í9*j, with respective images un, Sy in @. The algebra (@)ii+(©)i2 + (@)22 contains a subalgebra
with the basis s0 —en-\-e22,
si = êu — ë22,J2 = êi2+ ë2i = 2wi2, s3= ( — l)1/2(ëi2 —hi)- This is the basis for a split

algebra of class D. Let h = en —e22, t2 = 2u\2. Since
(«11 + 2Í12 + 2l22) -

9Í12 £

(©)ll

+ (@)l2 + (©)22,

while en+e22 is the unity element for 2íii + 2Ii2+ 2Í22,we may assert, on the basis
of Lemma 6.2 with k = 2, that there exists an element t¡ in 2Ii2 such that tits

= t2ti = 0, h=sh

tl = en-\-e22. Define

ei2 = ih - (-

l)wh)/2;

e2l = (I, + (-

iyi%)/2.

Then ei2 and e2i are in 2ti2, and their respective images in © are ei2 and en',
also e\2 = eti = 0, ei2e2i= ien+e22)/2.
Let en = 4iu2ieí2) ; e¿i = 4(w2ie2i), for ¿^3.

Let
en = 2ienen)

for i ¿¿ j; i, j = 2, ■ • • , n.

Note that (4.1) implies that each element so defined is in the subspace 21¿y
corresponding
to the subscripts.
By (4.16), ^¡ = 6^ = 0. By (4.12), ei,e,i
= ien+en)/2.
Using (4.5), and noting that e\2 = e\i = 0, we have ei2ei¿ = e2ieil
ej2eí2= e2\e2¡—0. Then we obtain, by (4.5), that ei.,A7= e¿ie,-y= 0. By (4.14),

e2j= 0. By (4.15), e,-jCy,-=(e,-<
+ eyy)/2. From (4.11), we find that e<ye*y
= e.ye,*
= 0. From (4.7) it follows that ei2e2i= eu/2, ej2e2i= en/2. By (4.7), et#a
= eij/2, e<yßyi= en/2. Substituting
a = en, b = en, u = e¡i, v = eu in (1.2), we
obtain e,yey*= 4(e¿ieiy)(eyiei*) =eik/2. Hence, the elements e¿y satisfy all of the
multiplication
laws required of the split algebra of degree re of class A. If ©
is of dimension re2; that is, class A, we have proved the principal theorem for
this case.
If <5 has dimension greater than re2, then © contains a split algebra 933
of class C and dimension 2re2—re, and 933 has a basis consisting of elements

hn = ëii, ha, fa= -fa,

dij=-du,

i^j;

i, j= 1, ■ ■ ■, n^ where A¿y,/,y, iti are

in (©),y. The elements ha, A",ygenerate a split algebra 932of class A with basis
hii = eu, hij, i^j; i, j —l, • • • , re, such that the images of ha, ha in <5 are
ha, ha, respectively.
The algebra (3l)n+(8i)i2+(31)22 contains a subalgebra

with
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basis s0 = hu + h22, ft = Än — Â22, s2 = h12+h21, s3 = ( — l)ll2(h12 — A2i), s<t=fu

+/21, Sb=( —l)1/2(/i2—¿n)- This is a split algebra of class D.
+ 2I22)—fti2=(@)ii+(©)i2+(@)22,
we may conclude, by an
Lemma 6.2 similar to that above with k = 3, that 2I12contains
such that q~i2=fi2+ d21, hi2qi2= h2iq12= 0, and 5?2= ^ii+A22. We

fu = —fu = 2(hi2qX2);

Since (2In +
application
an element
define first,

2Ii2
of
qi2
for

du = — du = 2(h2iqn).

Then we define
/12 = —/21 = 2(h23fu);

d2i = — du = 2(h32d31).

Finally, we define

fa = 2(A«/i,);

da = 2(hudji)

for iféj', i,j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Note that each element defined above is in the subspace 21« corresponding
to the subscripts.

We first show that /i2 = 2(A2if«) for i = 4, • • -, n, as well as for i = 3.
Setting

a = hi3, b = h32, u = qi2, v = h2i in (1.2), we obtain
h2ifu = 4[(hi3h32)q12]h2i
= 4{ - [(A2iA32)çi2]A£3 +

(hi3h32)(q12h2i)

+

[(hi3h2i)ql2\h32
(h2ih32)(qi2hi3)

It follows from (4.1) that the first and fourth

+

(hi3h2i)(q12h32)}.

terms on the right are 0. Also,

by (4.2), hi3h2i= h23/2, hi3h32= hi2/2. Applying (4.4) to the second and third
terms,

we obtain

foifu

= ^{h23(qi2h32)/2

-

q12/ 8 — (hi2qn)h2i/2

+

q12/8 +

h23(q12h32)/2}

= 2h23f\3 — hiifuHence/i2

= 2(A23/i3)=2(A2i/«),

for i = i. Similarly,

d2l = 2(h32d31)=2(hi2dn),

for

i = i. We observe that /*=i&«0
by (4.16), for »£3, while /22 = <&= 0 by
(4.14). Also by (4.14), we have/y = d2¡= 0. Using (4.5), we may first show that

fufi2=dad2i = 0, then/iy/« = ¿yiáy<
= 0. From (4.10) we obtain fufij = dildj1= 0,
and from (4.11) we obtain /«/*y = ¿y¿dyjfc
= 0. Therefore, since/«=—/y¿,
and
dji= —da, as we shall show, it follows that the product of any two /'s or

any two d's is 0.
Now, substituting

a = A¿2, b = h%\, u = h,2, v = qi2 in (1.2), we obtain,

îVj; i, j'^3,
/.•; + /* = 2{(hufu) + (hj.fu)}
= 8{(Ai2A2i)(A,-2çi2) + (hj2h2i)(hi2qu)}
= 8{ -(hj2hi2)(h21ql2)

+

[(hi2q12)hj2]h2i+

+

[(hi2h21)hj2]q12

[(9i2A2i)Äy2]At-2|.

for
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By (4.1), and the fact that Ci2A2i= 0, we conclude

is 0, and/<y= —fa. Similarly, d¡i= —di¡.
We shall next prove that fiihi2=fnhu=

that every term on the right

• ■ • =/i„Ai„ = 0. Using (1.2)

again, we have
/12A12 = 2(/iiA2,)Ai2

= 4[(Ai2öi2)A2t]Ai2
= 4{ — [(Ai2c/i2)A2í]A<2 — [(A,-2Ai2)A2,]?i2
+ (Ai2çi2)(A2,A12) + ihi2qi2)ih2ihi2)

On the right,

only the third term survives,

whence

+

ihi2hi2)ih2iqi2)}.

we have

/12A12 = 4(Ai2?i2)(A2<Ai2) = fuhii,

This implies/^
ihi2qi2)ih2ihu)

for i ^ 3.

=/i¿Ah is in 8u-(8u+8«)n(au+8M).
= — ih2iqi2)ihi2hi2)

+

[ihi2hi2)qi2]h2i

But, again by (1.2),

— ihi2h2l)iqi2hi2)

+

[(*«*»)$«]*»+

[(A2,Ai2)?i2]A,-2

= [(A2iAi2)Çl2]A,-2,

which is in 3Í22
+ 3I,-,-,
by (4.1). We have shown thatfuhu is in 3íiiPi(3t22+ 3I¿¿)
= 0, so that /12A12=fiihu = 0 for i —3, ■ • -, re.
Then we may prove in succession, using the identities

in §4, that

hafu

= A12/K
= 0 for i^ 3 ; Ai2/12
=/i,/2, i^ 3 ;/i2Ai¿= 0, kufu = ° for a11»13= 2 >Vf« = °
for i = 3, ■ ■ -, re; A2i/12= 0. The remaining laws for the multiplication
of the
A's by the /'s follow in a straightforward
fashion. Because of the parallel
definitions for the d's, we may also establish the rules for the multiplication
of the A's by the d's in a similar manner. We then establish successively that

fudn = ihn + ha)/2,

i = 3, ■■■ , n,

fi2d2i = (An + A22)/2,

fada = ihn + hjj)/2,

i 5¿ j; i, j = 2, ■• • , re.

The remaining products of the /'s by the á's are also established
in a
straightforward
manner.
It follows that the elements ha, hij,f,j, da, i^j; i,j=l,
■ ■ ■ , re, generate
a subalgebra 933of 31 which is the split algebra of degree n of class C, and the
principal theorem has been proved for the case where 81—9Î is a split algebra
of class C. There remains the possibility that © has dimension greater than
2w2 —re. But then w = 3, and © is the exceptional
Jordan algebra of class E
having dimension 27 over JÇ. We prove the principal theorem for this case in
the concluding section.

8. The case 31—9ca split algebra of class E. Let @ = 3I—9cbe the split
algebra over g of class E. Then © has a basis consisting of p.o.i. eu, ë22, ë33,
and elements Wi¡a, i^j; i, j=l,
2, 3; a = 0, 1, • ■ • , 7, where ®y*G(©)«¿,
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w«o=wy<o,

Wija= —Wjia for a = 1, 2, • • • , 7. The

elements
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ft« ä>«a, »Vj;

i, j

= 1, 2, 3; a = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the basis for an algebra 583which is the Jordan
algebra of all 3X3 hermitian matrices over the quaternions.
But, since we
assume that g contains ( —1)1/2, this algebra £83 is isomorphic to the split
algebra of class C and degree 3 over %.
By what was proved in §7, with « = 3, there is in 21 a subalgebra 583, with
a basis consisting of the p.o.i. e«, i=l,
2, 3, together with elements M>«a,
iïéj;i,j=l>
2, 3;a = 0,1, 2, 3,such that wij0 = w«oand wija= —wíifí,a = l, 2, 3,
are in 21«; multiplication
of these basal elements is defined in §5. Their
images in © are, respectively, ft« w«0, w«„.
Now, (©)n+(©)i2+(©)22,
of dimension 10, is a split algebra of class D
and has basis elements So= fti+¿22, ft = fti —ft2, sa+2=wWa, a = 0, • • • , 7.
Since (2Iii+2li2+2l22)-fti2=(©)ii+(©)i2
+ (©)22, we may assert, by virtue of
Lemma 6.2 with A = 5, that there is in 2Ii2 an element wi2i mapping into wi2i
such that w224= fti-)-ft2, wí2aWm= 0 for a = 0, 1, 2, 3. We define
Wl3,a+4

=

— W31,«+4 =

2(Wl2iW23a),

W23ta+i

=

— W32,a+4 =

— 2(wi2iWl3a),

Wl2,a+4

=

2(Wl3,a+iW23o)

The rules for multiplication
2
Wl3,a+4
2
W23,a+4
Ü
Wl2,a+4

=

a = 0, 1, 2, 3;
a = 1, 2, 3.

— ît>21,<,+4,

which require verification

follow:

2
=

4:(wu4,w23a)

= en + «33,
2

=

4(Wl24Wl3a)

=

«22 +

e33,

2

=

4(Wl3,a+4W230)

=

«11 +

«22,

by(4.13);
W134W230 =

2(wi24W23o)w230

=

WX2i/2,

by (4.5). Then
Wi2,*+4 = 2(wi3,a+4w23o)

for a = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Using (4.6), we obtain

The

latter

W]34Wl2a

=

W23la+4/2,

WluW23a

=

— Wl2,a+4/2,

follows

from

the fact

W234W12a =

that

~

W13,a+i/2,

W23iW13a =

Wi2,a+l/2.

w234W230
= 4(wi24Wi3o)(îft2oWi3o)=0,

by

(4.16). Thus we have established that
WijiWjka = Wik.a+i/2,

a = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Now
Wik,a+iWik,ß+i

=

^(WijiWjka)

(WijiWjkß)

=

0,
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for a*ß,

by (4.16). Also,
W23aW>234 =

4(w12«Wl3o)

(Wl24Wl3o)

W'l3aWl34 =

4(w12aW230)(Wl24W230)

=

0,

=

0,

and

for a = 0, 1, 2, 3, by (4.16). Therefore,
WijaWm — 0

for i, j = 1, 2, 3; a = 0, 1, 2, 3.

Now, since there exists w,yT, 0^7^3,
given, we have
WikaWik.ß+i

such that

wika= +2(w,ySWy*r) for a, ß

=

2WikciWijiWjkß)

-

± ^iwijyWjkßjiwijiWjkß) = 0,

by (4.16).

Finally,
Wij.a+iWjk.ß+i

= ^iWikiWkj^iWikiWijß)

= 2{—WiuiwijßWkja)
+

+

Wikt [wikiiWijcWkjß)

WijßWkja/2
]}

= — WijßWkja = WijßWjha
WijaWjk,ß+t

=

for a, ß = 0, 1, 2, 3;

— 2wijaiwijiWikß)

= 2winiwijaWikß)

by (4.6).

This concludes the proof of the principal theorem for the case © = 3I —9Î,
the split algebra of class E, and completes the case 9i2 = 0.
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